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 The Reserve Bank of India issued the much-anticipated, revised circular
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 FDI equity inflows into India's drugs and pharma industry dropped by
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 Funds flow from non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) to the real
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 State Bank of India began a new era of transparency in consumer loans

by linking the pricing of its home-financing products to the central bank
policy rate used for setting the broader cost of debt in the economy. (ET)

 Dewan Housing Finance Corporation is confident of honouring its

repayment obligations by the close of the seventh working day (June
13). Of the Rs 9.62 bn due on Tuesday (June 11) towards nonconvertible debentures, the company has already paid Rs 2.76 bn of its
obligations in interest and principal. (BS)

 Bharat Forge announced an investment of €11.35 mn (Rs 889 mn) into
a new 50-50 joint venture with Germany’s Refu Electronik GmbH. The
new entity will make components for electric and hybrid vehicles. (ET)
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 BP Plc and its partner Reliance Industries (RIL) have jointly emerged as
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 Coal India plans to hire merchant bankers to carry out financial due

the winner of a block in the fresh round of auction under the Open
Acreage Licensing Policy (OALP). (BS)

diligence for acquiring equity stakes in identified mines and companies
in Australia as part of its plan to meet India’s growing dry fuel demand.
(BS)

 Central Bank of India is planning to raise up to Rs 50 bn in the current
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fiscal through various means, including rights issue and FPO, to meet
Basel III norms by March 2020. (BS)
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estate sector is expected to dry up further after DHFL’s recent
downgrade, as other NBFCs wait out the latest uncertainty. Not just
NBFCs, the funding challenges will hit the real estate sector’s recovery
and put pressure on property prices, too. (ET)
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 India could review the GST structure to further prune the number of

items in the highest slab of 28% as it attempts to stave off a slump in
demand. Some states have favoured a reduction in tax rates, worried
that the slowdown may get entrenched, and have communicated their
concern to the Centre. (ET)
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73% to $266 mn between April 2018 and March 2019, from $1.010 bn,
during the same period a year ago. Industry representatives have
attributed policies and USFDA investigations into the practices of
certain Indian Pharma companies among the key reasons for the
decline. (BS)
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on dealing with defaulters that retained the original spirit of its efforts
to discipline borrowers and banks but sought to make the rules
compliant with the Supreme Court’s observations. The central bank put
the onus on lenders to act quickly to preserve the value of assets
instead of waiting for directions. (ET)
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prompting banks to opt for one-time settlements for small- and midsized companies. Of the 33 cases referred to the NCLT by United Bank
of India (UBI), only two have been admitted so far. (BS)
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 Delay in admitting cases to the National Company Law Tribunal is
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Source: ET = Economic Times, BS = Business Standard, FE = Financial Express, IE = Indian
Express, BL = Business Line, BQ = BloombergQuint, ToI: Times of India, BSE = Bombay
Stock Exchange, MC = Moneycontrol
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Pick of the Week

GAIL (India) Ltd
Analyst: Tarun Lakhotia and Hemang Khanna (Email: kspcg.research@kotak.com; Contact: +91 22 6218 6427)
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Target Price (Rs)
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Key Highlights:
 We expect GAIL to benefit from growth in gas volumes, sustainability of marketing profits at reasonable levels,

potential turnaround in petchem segment and inclusion of gas under GST.
 GAIL’s management has indicated that the entire long-term LNG volumes for CY2019 and ~90% for CY2020 have

been placed through well-hedged contracts; excess volumes beyond CY2020 may be off-taken by five new fertilizer
plants expected to commission by end-FY2021.

 GAIL also reaffirmed its optimism on rising gas volumes trajectory led by incremental sourcing of supplies from

ONGC, Vedanta, RIL and new LNG terminals and inclusion of gas under GST in the near term.

 We expect gradual improvement in operating performance across key segments.
 Gas transportation segment to drive growth in FY20E, FY21E and FY22E.
 Capex increased sharply to Rs.83 bn in FY2019 and is expected to remain high at Rs.70-80 bn over the next few

years led by ongoing pipeline and petchem projects.

 We expect gas transmission volume to ramp-up from 107 mmscmd in FY19 to 120 mmscmd in FY21E.
 We cut our standalone EPS estimates to Rs.30.7 (-3%) in FY2020 and Rs.32.9 (-4%) in FY2021 factoring in (1) lower-

than-assumed regulated tariffs for HVJ network, (2) higher tariffs for Mumbai regional network and (3) other minor
changes.
 We value GAIL stock at Rs.440 per share based on FY2021 estimates.
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This one pager on the company is extracted from last KIE update dated May 28 2019 & June 6, 2019 and it does not contain events beyond the last update. We take no
obligation to update the KIE recommendations. While source of all other information is taken from Kotak Institutional Equities, the price performance and shareholding pattern
chart is inputted by Kotak PCG research team (with source as Bloomberg). It is advisable to read the full KIE report before taking any investment decision on the above company
recommendation.

RATING SCALE
Definitions of ratings
BUY

–

We expect the stock to deliver more than 15% returns over the next 12 months

ADD

–

We expect the stock to deliver 5% - 15% returns over the next 12 months

REDUCE

–

We expect the stock to deliver -5% - +5% returns over the next 12 months

SELL

–

We expect the stock to deliver < -5% returns over the next 12 months

NR

–

Not Rated. Kotak Securities is not assigning any rating or price target to the stock.
The report has been prepared for information purposes only.

SUBSCRIBE

–

We advise investor to subscribe to the IPO.

RS

–

Rating Suspended. Kotak Securities has suspended the investment rating and price target
for this stock, either because there is not a sufficient fundamental basis for determining, or
there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints around publishing, an investment rating or
target. The previous investment rating and price target, if any, are no longer in effect for this
stock and should not be relied upon.

NA

–

Not Available or Not Applicable. The information is not available for display or is not
applicable

NM

–

Not Meaningful. The information is not meaningful and is therefore excluded.

NOTE

–

Our target prices are with a 12-month perspective. Returns stated in the rating scale are our
internal benchmark.
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